
DRY ANTI-RUST TAPE

Revolutionary anti-rust products is developed. This is like a 

sticky note. This tape size is 2cm x 6cm. It was developed for 

plastic mold. The special gas, which safety and heavier than 

air, will come out from tape and will stop once the space is 

fully filled with the gas. You just put this tape to core 

side(moving side) of mold after cleaning, and close the mold. 

Only doing this, inside of mold will not rust. 

You can use other applications just putting this tape and seal 

using like “sealing bag.” One tape will protect 0.3L – 0.5L 

of volume space. 

Contact Information

Recently, demands for quality of 

products and mold is getting more 

severe and severe, and need to 

cleaning anti-rust agent, waste of 

first several shot, or some trouble 

caused by anti-rust. 

DRY ANTI-RUST TAPE have a lot of 

possibility for solution of these 

demands and will provide a lot of 

merit.

-Application for Plastic mold

-Application for metal parts

Clean metal parts and dry. Put the tape to metal or inside of plastic bag and seal.

※Need trial how many pieces to use and where to put.

Made in Japan

-Specifications

＜How to use＞

1.After finishing production, clean mold and put 

appropriate pieces of DRY ANTI-RUST TAPE to core side.

2.Close the mold immediately and finish.

＜Trial report＞

■850t class of closing：put 6-8 pcs

■650t class of closing：put 4-6 pcs

※RESULT：After 10 days of holidays, there is NO rust. 

No cleaning before production, No waste of shot, and 

No defect of production.

※There is no standard of numbers of tapes because the 

number will change by the mold shape, temperature, 

moisture, etc. Need testing by user.Work under Dew formation

Work on any kinds of metals

S150（Lower 110℃）

RED:non-Adhesive BLUE:Weak Adhesive

D110（Lower 60℃）D150（Lower 60℃）

RED:non-Adhesive SILVER:Adhesive

Size: 2cm x 6cm/pc x 20pcs/sheet x 10sheets/bag x 150sheets/box
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